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AAABLST ALBATAS ALBATA, alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc [n] 

AAABLST ATABALS ATABAL, type of drum [n] 

AAABLST BALATAS BALATA, tropical tree [n] 

 

AAACMRS MARACAS MARACA, percussion instrument [n] 

AAACMRS MARASCA wild cherry [n -s] 

AAACMRS MASCARA to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAADMRS ARMADAS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n] 

AAADMRS MADRASA madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

AAADMRS RAMADAS RAMADA, roofed, open-sided shelter [n] 

 

AAAMRSS ASRAMAS ASRAMA, ashram (secluded dwelling of Hindu sage) [n] 

AAAMRSS SAMARAS SAMARA, dry, one-seeded fruit [n] 

AAAMRSS SAMSARA cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n -S] 

 

AABCERT ABREACT to release repressed emotions by reliving original traumatic experience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AABCERT BEARCAT small mammal [n -S] 

AABCERT CABARET music hall [n -S] 

 

AABDRST BASTARD illegitimate child [n -S] 

AABDRST BATARDS BATARD, birch-bark canoe [n] 

AABDRST TABARDS TABARD, sleeveless outer garment [n] 

 

AABORST ABATORS ABATOR, one that unlawfully seizes inheritance [n] 

AABORST RABATOS RABATO, wide, lace-edged collar [n] 

AABORST ROBATAS ROBATA, grill used for Japanese cooking [n] 

 

AACDELN CANALED CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

AACDELN CANDELA unit of light intensity [n -S] 

AACDELN DECANAL pertaining to dean [adj] 

 

AACDIRS ACARIDS ACARID, type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals) [n] 

AACDIRS ASCARID parasitic worm [n -S] 

AACDIRS CARDIAS CARDIA, opening of esophagus [n] 

 

AACELMR CAMERAL CAMERA, judge's chamber [adj] 

AACELMR CARAMEL chewy candy [n -S] 

AACELMR CERAMAL heat-resistant alloy [n -S] 

 

AACNPST CAPSTAN machine used to hoist weights [n -S] 

AACNPST CAPTANS CAPTAN, fungicide [n] 

AACNPST CATNAPS CATNAP, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

 

AADEIRT AIRDATE scheduled date of broadcast [n -S] 

AADEIRT RADIATE to emit rays [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AADEIRT TIARAED TIARA, jeweled headpiece worn by women [adj] 
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AADMNOR MADRONA  evergreen tree [n -S] 

AADMNOR MANDORA  stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

AADMNOR MONARDA  aromatic herb [n -S] 

 

AAEEMNT EMANATE to send forth [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AAEEMNT ENEMATA ENEMA, liquid injected into rectum [n] 

AAEEMNT MANATEE aquatic mammal [n -S] 

 

AAEGLLT GALLATE chemical salt [n -S] 

AAEGLLT GALLETA perennial grass [n -S] 

AAEGLLT TALLAGE to tax (to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

AAEGLNS ANLAGES ANLAGE, initial cell structure from which embryonic organ develops [n] 

AAEGLNS GALENAS GALENA, principal ore of lead [n] 

AAEGLNS LASAGNE lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n -S] 

 

AAEIRST ARISTAE ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

AAEIRST ASTERIA gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S] 

AAEIRST ATRESIA absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n -S] 

 

AAELMST MALATES MALATE, chemical salt [n] 

AAELMST MALTASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

AAELMST TAMALES TAMALE, Mexican dish [n] 

 

AAILMNS ANIMALS ANIMAL, living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [n] 

AAILMNS LAMINAS LAMINA, thin plate, scale, or layer [n] 

AAILMNS MANILAS MANILA, strong paper [n] 

 

AAINOPS ANOPIAS ANOPIA, anoopsia (visual defect) [n] 

AAINOPS ANOPSIA anoopsia (visual defect) [n -S] 

AAINOPS PAISANO fellow countryman [n -S] 

 

AAINRST ANTIARS ANTIAR, arrow poison [n] 

AAINRST ARTISAN trained or skilled workman [n -S] 

AAINRST TSARINA czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

 

AAINRSU ANURIAS ANURIA, absence of urine [n] 

AAINRSU SAURIAN any of suborder of reptiles [n -S] 

AAINRSU URANIAS URANIA, uranium dioxide [n] 

 

AANRSTT RATTANS RATTAN, palm tree [n] 

AANRSTT TANTRAS TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [n] 

AANRSTT TARTANS TARTAN, patterned woolen fabric [n] 

 

ABBBELR BABBLER one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n -S] 

ABBBELR BLABBER to blab (to talk idly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABBBELR BRABBLE to quarrel noisily [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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ABBDELR DABBLER one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest) [n -S] 

ABBDELR DRABBLE to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ABBDELR RABBLED RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

 

ABBELRS BARBELS BARBEL, organ of fish [n] 

ABBELRS RABBLES RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

ABBELRS SLABBER to slobber (to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABBERST BARBETS BARBET, tropical bird [n] 

ABBERST RABBETS RABBET, to cut groove in [v] 

ABBERST STABBER one that stabs (to pierce with pointed weapon) [n -S] 

 

ABCEISS ABSCISE to cut off [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ABCEISS SCABIES skin disease [n SCABIES] 

ABCEISS SEBASIC sebacic (derived from certain acid) [adj] 

 

ABDDEER BEARDED BEARD, to oppose boldly [v] 

ABDDEER BREADED BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 

ABDDEER DEBEARD to remove filaments from mussel [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABDDEOR BOARDED BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v] 

ABDDEOR DEBOARD to leave vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABDDEOR ROADBED foundation for railroad track [n -S] 

 

ABDEEMN BEADMEN BEADMAN, beadsman (one who prays for another) [n] 

ABDEEMN BEDEMAN beadsman (one who prays for another) [n -MEN] 

ABDEEMN BENAMED BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

 

ABDELST BALDEST BALD, lacking hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

ABDELST BLASTED BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

ABDELST STABLED STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

 

ABDEORT ABORTED ABORT, to bring forth fetus prematurely [v] 

ABDEORT BORATED BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

ABDEORT TABORED TABOR, to beat on small drum [v] 

 

ABEEMNS BASEMEN BASEMAN, certain player in baseball [n] 

ABEEMNS BEMEANS BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

ABEEMNS BENAMES BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

 

ABEERST BEATERS BEATER, one that beats (to strike repeatedly) [n] 

ABEERST BERATES BERATE, to scold severely [v] 

ABEERST REBATES REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

 

ABEHRST BATHERS BATHER, one that bathes (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [n] 

ABEHRST BERTHAS BERTHA, wide collar [n] 

ABEHRST BREATHS BREATH, air inhaled and exhaled [n] 
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ABEIILS ALIBIES ALIBI, to make excuses for oneself [v] 

ABEIILS BAILIES BAILIE, Scottish magistrate [n] 

ABEIILS BIALIES BIALY, onion roll [n] 

 

ABEILLR BALLIER BALLY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

ABEILLR BRAILLE to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABEILLR LIBERAL person favorable to progress or reform [n -S] 

 

ABEILMT BIMETAL something composed of two metals [n -S] 

ABEILMT LIMBATE having edge of different color [adj] 

ABEILMT TIMBALE pastry shell shaped like drum [n -S] 

 

ABEIRTT BATTIER BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

ABEIRTT BIRETTA  cap worn by clergymen [n -S] 

ABEIRTT BITRATE data transmission speed [n -S]  

 

ABELRST BLASTER one that blasts (to use explosive) [n -S] 

ABELRST LABRETS LABRET, ornament worn in perforation of lip [n] 

ABELRST STABLER STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] / one that keeps stable [n -S] 

 

ABELRTT BATTLER one that battles (to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n -S] 

ABELRTT BLATTER to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABELRTT BRATTLE to clatter (to move with rattling noise) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ABERSSU ABUSERS ABUSER, one that abuses (to use wrongly or improperly) [n] 

ABERSSU RUBASSE variety of quartz [n -S] 

ABERSSU SURBASE molding or border above base of structure [n -S] 

 

ABGILMN AMBLING AMBLE, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

ABGILMN BLAMING BLAME, to find fault with [v] 

ABGILMN LAMBING birth of lambs on farm [n -S] / LAMB, to give birth to lamb (young sheep) [v] 

 

ABINOST BASTION fortified place [n -S] 

ABINOST BONITAS BONITA, bonito (marine food fish) [n] 

ABINOST OBTAINS OBTAIN, to gain possession of [v] 

 

ACCEIPS CAPISCE used to ask if one understands [interj] 

ACCEIPS ICECAPS ICECAP, covering of ice and snow [n] 

ACCEIPS IPECACS IPECAC, medicinal plant [n] 

 

ACCEKLR CACKLER one that cackles (to make sound of hen) [n -S] 

ACCEKLR CLACKER one that clacks (to make abrupt, dry sound) [n -S] 

ACCEKLR CRACKLE to make succession of snapping sounds [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ACDEEMR AMERCED AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

ACDEEMR CREAMED CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

ACDEEMR RACEMED RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [adj] 
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ACDEILR DECRIAL act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n -S] 

ACDEILR RADICEL rootlet (small root) [n -S] 

ACDEILR RADICLE part of plant embryo [n -S] 

 

ACDEMOR CAROMED CAROM, to collide with and rebound [v] 

ACDEMOR COMRADE close friend [n -S] 

ACDEMOR MERCADO market [n -S] 

 

ACDENST DECANTS DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

ACDENST DESCANT to sing counterpoint to melody [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACDENST SCANTED SCANT, to provide with meager portion [v] 

 

ACDEPRS REDCAPS REDCAP, porter [n] 

ACDEPRS SCARPED SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v] 

ACDEPRS SCRAPED SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

 

ACDIMNO MONACID monoacid (type of acid (type of chemical compound)) [n -S] 

ACDIMNO MONADIC MONAD, single-celled organism [adj] 

ACDIMNO NOMADIC NOMAD, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [adj] 

 

ACDNORS CANDORS CANDOR, frankness; sincerity [n] 

ACDNORS CARDONS CARDON, cardoon (perennial plant) [n] 

ACDNORS DACRONS DACRON, trademark [n] 

 

ACEELNS CLEANSE to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ACEELNS ENLACES ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ACEELNS SCALENE triangle having no two sides equal [n -S] 

 

ACEENRS CAREENS CAREEN, to lurch while moving [v] 

ACEENRS CASERNE casern (barracks for soldiers) [n -S] 

ACEENRS RECANES RECANE, to cane again [v] 

 

ACEENRT CENTARE measure of land area [n -S] 

ACEENRT CRENATE having edge with rounded projections [adj] 

ACEENRT REENACT to enact again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEEPRS CAPRESE salad containing mozzarella, tomatoes, basil, and olive oil [n -S] 

ACEEPRS ESCAPER one that escapes (to get away) [n -S] 

ACEEPRS RESPACE to space again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACEERST CERATES CERATE, medicated ointment [n] 

ACEERST CREATES CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

ACEERST ECARTES ECARTE, card game [n] 

 

ACEFINS FANCIES FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

ACEFINS FASCINE bundle of sticks used in building fortifications [n -S] 

ACEFINS FIANCES FIANCE, man engaged to be married [n] 
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ACEGILN ANGELIC pertaining to angel (winged celestial being) [adj] 

ACEGILN ANGLICE in readily understood English [adv] 

ACEGILN GALENIC GALENA, principal ore of lead [adj] 

 

ACEGORS CARGOES CARGO, conveyed merchandise [n] 

ACEGORS CORSAGE small bouquet of flowers [n -S] 

ACEGORS SOCAGER tenant by socage [n -S] 

 

ACEHLOR CHOLERA acute disease [n -S] 

ACEHLOR CHORALE hymn that is sung in unison [n -S] 

ACEHLOR CHOREAL CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

 

ACEHLST CHALETS CHALET, Swiss cottage [n] 

ACEHLST LATCHES LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

ACEHLST SATCHEL small carrying bag [n -S] 

 

ACEHMSS SACHEMS SACHEM, Native American chief [n] 

ACEHMSS SAMECHS SAMECH, samek (Hebrew letter) [n] 

ACEHMSS SCHEMAS SCHEMA, generalized diagram or plan [n] 

 

ACEHOPS CHEAPOS CHEAPO, cheapie (one that is cheap) [n] 

ACEHOPS POACHES POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

ACEHOPS SHOEPAC waterproof boot [n -S] 

 

ACEHPRT CHAPTER to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEHPRT PATCHER one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n -S] 

ACEHPRT REPATCH to patch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACEHRSS CHASERS CHASER, one that chases (to pursue (to follow in order to overtake or capture)) [n] 

ACEHRSS CRASHES CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

ACEHRSS ESCHARS ESCHAR, hard, dry scab [n] 

 

ACEHRST CHASTER CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

ACEHRST RACHETS RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

ACEHRST RATCHES RATCH, mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

 

ACEILMR CLAIMER one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n -S] 

ACEILMR MIRACLE event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n -S] 

ACEILMR RECLAIM to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEILNP CAPELIN small, edible fish [n -S] 

ACEILNP PANICLE loosely branched flower cluster [n -S] 

ACEILNP PELICAN large, web-footed bird [n -S] 

 

ACEILNS INLACES INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

ACEILNS SANICLE medicinal herb [n -S] 

ACEILNS SCALENI SCALENUS, muscle of neck [n] 
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ACEILRS CLARIES CLARY, aromatic herb [n] 

ACEILRS ECLAIRS ECLAIR, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

ACEILRS SCALIER SCALY, peeling off in flakes [adj] 

 

ACEILRT ARTICLE to charge with specific offenses [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ACEILRT RECITAL detailed account [n -S] 

ACEILRT TALCIER TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

 

ACEILRV CAVILER one that cavils (to carp (to find fault unreasonably)) [n -S] 

ACEILRV CLAVIER keyboard instrument [n -S] 

ACEILRV VALERIC VALERIAN, perennial herb [adj] 

 

ACEILST ELASTIC stretchable material [n -S] 

ACEILST LACIEST LACEY, lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [adj] / LACY [adj] 

ACEILST LATICES LATEX, milky liquid of certain plants [n] 

 

ACEINRS ARCSINE inverse function to sine [n -S] 

ACEINRS ARSENIC metallic element [n -S] 

ACEINRS CARNIES CARNIE, carny (carnival (traveling amusement show)) [n] / CARNY [n] 

 

ACEINSS CASEINS CASEIN, milk protein [n] 

ACEINSS CASSINE cassina (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

ACEINSS INCASES INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

 

ACEIPST ASEPTIC free from germs [adj] 

ACEIPST PACIEST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY, pacey [adj] 

ACEIPST SPICATE SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

 

ACEIRTT ATRETIC ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

ACEIRTT CATTIER CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

ACEIRTT CITRATE salt of citric acid [n -S]  

 

ACEKLRS CALKERS CALKER, one that calks (to caulk (to make seams of ship watertight)) [n] 

ACEKLRS LACKERS LACKER, to lacquer (to coat with glossy substance) [v] 

ACEKLRS SLACKER SLACK, not tight or taut [adj] / shirker (one that shirks (to avoid work or duty)) [n -S] 

 

ACELNRU LUCARNE type of window [n -S] 

ACELNRU NUCLEAR pertaining to nucleus (essential part of cell) [adj] 

ACELNRU UNCLEAR not clear (clean and pure) [adj -ER, -EST] 

 

ACELNST CANTLES CANTLE, rear part of saddle [n] 

ACELNST CENTALS CENTAL, unit of weight [n] 

ACELNST LANCETS LANCET, narrow, pointed arch [n] 

 

ACELOST LACTOSE lactic sugar [n -S] 

ACELOST LOCATES LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 

ACELOST TALCOSE TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 
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ACELRSV CARVELS CARVEL, caravel (small sailing ship) [n] 

ACELRSV CLAVERS CLAVER, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

ACELRSV SCRAVEL to move quickly, scramble [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

 

ACENSST ASCENTS ASCENT, act of ascending (to go or move upward) [n] 

ACENSST SECANTS SECANT, trigonometric function of angle [n] 

ACENSST STANCES STANCE, manner of standing [n] 

 

ACEORST COASTER sled [n -S] 

ACEORST COATERS COATER, one that coats (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [n] 

ACEORST RECOATS RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

 

ACEPRRS CARPERS CARPER, one that carps (to find fault unreasonably) [n] 

ACEPRRS SCARPER to flee (to run away) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEPRRS SCRAPER one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S] 

 

ACERRST CARTERS CARTER, one that carts (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n] 

ACERRST CRATERS CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v] 

ACERRST TRACERS TRACER, one that traces (to follow course of) [n] 

 

ACERSST ACTRESS female actor [n -ES]  

ACERSST CASTERS CASTER, small, swiveling wheel [n] 

ACERSST RECASTS RECAST, to cast again [v] 

 

ACFINRT FRANTIC wildly excited [adj] 

ACFINRT INFARCT area of dead or dying tissue [n -S] 

ACFINRT INFRACT to break legal rule [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACGHINR ARCHING series of arches [n -S] / ARCH, to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening) [v] 

ACGHINR CHAGRIN to humiliate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACGHINR CHARING CHARE, to do small jobs [v] 

 

ACGIKNR ARCKING ARC, to move in curved course [v] 

ACGIKNR CARKING CARK, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

ACGIKNR RACKING RACK, to place in type of framework [v] 

 

ACGINPS PACINGS PACING, speed at which event takes place [n] 

ACGINPS SCAPING SCAPE, to escape (to get away) [v] 

ACGINPS SPACING distance between any two objects [n -S] / SPACE, to set some distance apart [v] 

 

ACGINRT CARTING CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

ACGINRT CRATING CRATE, to put in packing box [v] 

ACGINRT TRACING something that is traced [n -S] / TRACE, to follow course of [v] 

 

ACHIMRS CHARISM charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n -S] 

ACHIMRS CHIMARS CHIMAR, chimere (bishop's robe) [n] 

ACHIMRS CHRISMA CHRISMON, Christian monogram [n] 
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ACHNORS ANCHORS ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 

ACHNORS ARCHONS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

ACHNORS RANCHOS RANCHO, ranch [n] 

 

ACHNSTU CANTHUS corner of eye [n -HI]  

ACHNSTU CHAUNTS CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

ACHNSTU STAUNCH firm and dependable [adj -ER, -EST] / to stanch (to stop flow of blood from) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACIMOST ATOMICS science dealing with atoms [n -S] 

ACIMOST OSMATIC depending mainly on sense of smell [adj] 

ACIMOST SOMATIC SOMA, body of organism [adj] 

 

ACIMSST MASTICS MASTIC, aromatic resin [n] 

ACIMSST MISACTS MISACT, to act badly [v] 

ACIMSST MISCAST to cast in unsuitable role [v MISCAST, -ING, -S] 

 

ACINOSS CAISSON watertight chamber [n -S] 

ACINOSS CASINOS CASINO, gambling room [n] 

ACINOSS CASSINO card game [n -S] 

 

ACINOST ACTIONS ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ACINOST ATONICS ATONIC, unaccented syllable or word [n] 

ACINOST CATIONS CATION, positively charged ion [n] 

 

ACIOPRT APRICOT edible fruit [n -S] 

ACIOPRT APROTIC being type of solvent [adj] 

ACIOPRT PAROTIC situated near ear [adj] 

 

ACLOPSU COPULAS COPULA, something that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

ACLOPSU CUPOLAS CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

ACLOPSU SCOPULA dense tuft of hairs [n -E, -S] 

 

ACMOSST COMSATS COMSAT, trademark [n] 

ACMOSST MASCOTS MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

ACMOSST SATCOMS SATCOM, satellite communications [n] 

 

ACORSTU CUATROS CUATRO, small guitar of Latin America [n] 

ACORSTU SURCOAT outer coat or cloak [n -S] 

ACORSTU TURACOS TURACO, touraco (African bird) [n] 

 

ADDEERT DERATED DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

ADDEERT REDATED REDATE, to date again [v] 

ADDEERT TREADED TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

 

ADDEEST DEADEST DEAD, deprived of life [adj] 

ADDEEST SEDATED SEDATE, to administer sedative to [v] 

ADDEEST STEADED STEAD, to be of advantage to [v] 
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ADDELRS LADDERS LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v] 

ADDELRS RADDLES RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

ADDELRS SADDLER one that makes, repairs, or sells saddles [n -S] 

 

ADDELRW DAWDLER one that dawdles (to waste time) [n -S] 

ADDELRW DRAWLED DRAWL, to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged [v] 

ADDELRW WADDLER one that waddles (to walk with short, swaying steps) [n -S] 

 

ADDELSW DAWDLES DAWDLE, to waste time [v] 

ADDELSW SWADDLE to wrap in bandages [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ADDELSW WADDLES WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v] 

 

ADEEFST DEAFEST DEAF, lacking sense of hearing [adj] 

ADEEFST DEFEATS DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

ADEEFST FEASTED FEAST, to eat sumptuously [v] 

 

ADEELPS ELAPSED ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ADEELPS PLEASED PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

ADEELPS SEPALED SEPAL, one of individual leaves of calyx [adj] 

 

ADEELRS DEALERS DEALER, one that deals (to trade or do business) [n] 

ADEELRS LASERED LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

ADEELRS LEADERS LEADER, one that leads or guides [n] 

 

ADEELRY DELAYER one that delays (to put off to later time) [n -S] 

ADEELRY LAYERED LAYER, to form layer (single thickness, coating, or covering) [v] 

ADEELRY RELAYED RELAY, to lay again [v] 

 

ADEEMRR DREAMER one that dreams (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [n -S] 

ADEEMRR REARMED REARM, to arm again [v] 

ADEEMRR REDREAM to dream again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEENRY DEANERY office of dean [n -RIES] 

ADEENRY YEAREND end of year [n -S] 

ADEENRY YEARNED YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

 

ADEEPRV DEPRAVE to corrupt in morals [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ADEEPRV PERVADE to spread through every part of [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ADEEPRV REPAVED REPAVE, to pave again [v] 

 

ADEERRS READERS READER, one that reads (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [n] 

ADEERRS REDEARS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

ADEERRS REREADS REREAD, to read again [v] 

 

ADEERTW DEWATER to remove water from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEERTW TARWEED flowering plant [n -S] 

ADEERTW WATERED WATER, to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid) [v] 
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ADEGNRS DANGERS DANGER, to endanger (to imperil (to place in jeopardy)) [v] 

ADEGNRS GANDERS GANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

ADEGNRS GARDENS GARDEN, to cultivate plot of ground [v] 

 

ADEGNST ANGSTED ANGST, to experience anxiety [v] 

ADEGNST DANGEST DANG, damn [adj] 

ADEGNST STANGED STANG, to sting (to prick painfully) [v] 

 

ADEIILS DAILIES DAILY, newspaper published every weekday [n] 

ADEIILS LIAISED LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

ADEIILS SEDILIA SEDILE, one of seats in church for use of officiating clergy [n] / SEDILIUM, sedile [n] 

 

ADEIIRS AIRSIDE side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

ADEIIRS DAIRIES DAIRY, establishment dealing in milk products [n] 

ADEIIRS DIARIES DIARY, personal journal [n] 

 

ADEILLR DALLIER one that dallies (to waste time) [n -S] 

ADEILLR DIALLER dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n -S] 

ADEILLR RALLIED RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 

 

ADEILMS MEDIALS MEDIAL, sound, syllable, or letter in middle of word [n] 

ADEILMS MISDEAL to deal cards incorrectly [v -T, -ING, -S] 

ADEILMS MISLEAD to lead astray [v -LED, -ING, -S]  

 

ADEILRS DERAILS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

ADEILRS DIALERS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk) [n] 

ADEILRS REDIALS REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

 

ADEINPT DEPAINT to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEINPT PAINTED PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

ADEINPT PATINED PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

 

ADEINRS RANDIES RANDY, rude person [n] 

ADEINRS SANDIER SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

ADEINRS SARDINE to pack tightly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

 

ADEINRT ANTIRED opposed to communism [adj] 

ADEINRT DETRAIN to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEINRT TRAINED TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

 

ADEIPRT DIPTERA DIPTERON, dipteran (two-winged fly) [n] 

ADEIPRT PARTIED PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

ADEIPRT PIRATED PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

 

ADELOPR LEOPARD large, carnivorous feline mammal [n -S] 

ADELOPR PAROLED PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

ADELOPR PRELOAD to load beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ADELORS LOADERS LOADER, one that loads (to place in or on means of conveyance) [n] 

ADELORS ORDEALS ORDEAL, severely difficult or painful experience [n] 

ADELORS RELOADS RELOAD, to load again [v] 

 

ADEMNOS DAEMONS DAEMON, daimon (attendant spirit) [n] 

ADEMNOS MASONED MASON, to build with stone or brick [v] 

ADEMNOS MONADES MONAS, monad (single-celled organism) [n] 

 

ADENPST PANTSED PANTS, PANT, to breathe quickly and with difficulty [v] 

ADENPST PEDANTS PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [n] 

ADENPST PENTADS PENTAD, group of five [n] 

 

ADENTTU ATTUNED ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

ADENTTU NUTATED NUTATE, to exhibit nutation [v] 

ADENTTU TAUNTED TAUNT, to challenge or reproach sarcastically [v] 

 

ADEORTU OUTDARE to surpass in daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ADEORTU OUTREAD to surpass in reading [v OUTREAD, -ING, -S] 

ADEORTU READOUT presentation of computer data [n -S] 

 

ADHILOY HOLIDAY to take vacation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADHILOY HYALOID membrane of eye [n -S] 

ADHILOY HYOIDAL HYOID, bone of tongue [adj] 

 

ADIILMS MILADIS MILADI, milady (English gentlewoman) [n] 

ADIILMS MISDIAL to dial wrongly [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

ADIILMS MISLAID MISLAY, MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

 

ADNPSTU DUSTPAN pan for holding swept dust [n -S] 

ADNPSTU STANDUP comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n -S] 

ADNPSTU UPSTAND to stand up on one's feet [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEGLNR ENLARGE to make or become larger [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AEEGLNR GENERAL military officer [n -S] 

AEEGLNR GLEANER one that gleans (to gather little by little) [n -S] 

 

AEEHNPT HAPTENE hapten (substance similar to antigen) [n -S] 

AEEHNPT HEPTANE hydrocarbon used as solvent [n -S] 

AEEHNPT PHENATE salt of carbolic acid [n -S] 

 

AEEHRRS HEARERS HEARER, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

AEEHRRS REHEARS REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

AEEHRRS SHEARER one that shears (to cut hair or wool from) [n -S] 

 

AEEHRST AETHERS AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [n] 

AEEHRST HEATERS HEATER, apparatus for heating [n] 

AEEHRST REHEATS REHEAT, to heat again [v] 
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AEEHRTT THEATER building for dramatic presentations [n -S] 

AEEHRTT THEATRE theater (building for dramatic presentations) [n -S] 

AEEHRTT THEREAT at that place or time [adv] 

 

AEEHRTW WEATHER to expose to atmospheric conditions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEHRTW WHEREAT at which [conj] 

AEEHRTW WREATHE to shape into wreath [v -D, -N, -HING, -S] 

 

AEEIMRT EMERITA retired woman who retains honorary title [n -E, -S] 

AEEIMRT EMIRATE rank of emir [n -S] 

AEEIMRT MEATIER MEATY, full of meat [adj] 

 

AEEINRT ARENITE rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n -S] 

AEEINRT RETINAE RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

AEEINRT TRAINEE person receiving training [n -S] 

 

AEELNRT ENTERAL enteric (pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal)) [adj] 

AEELNRT ETERNAL something lasting forever [n -S] 

AEELNRT TELERAN system of air navigation [n -S] 

 

AEELPSS ELAPSES ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

AEELPSS PLEASES PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

AEELPSS SAPELES SAPELE, large tropical African tree [n] 

 

AEEMRST REMATES REMATE, to mate again [v] 

AEEMRST RETEAMS RETEAM, to team again [v] 

AEEMRST STEAMER to travel by steamship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEENRTT ENTREAT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEENRTT RATTEEN coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

AEENRTT TERNATE arranged in groups of three [adj] 

 

AEEPPRR PAPERER one that papers (to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)) [n -S] 

AEEPPRR PREPARE to put in proper condition or readiness [v -D, -RING, -S] 

AEEPPRR REPAPER to paper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEPRSS ASPERSE to spread false charges against [v -D, -SING, -S]  

AEEPRSS PARESES PARESIS, partial loss of ability to move [n] 

AEEPRSS SERAPES SERAPE, colorful woolen shawl [n] 

 

AEEPRST EPATERS EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

AEEPRST REPEATS REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

AEEPRST RETAPES RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

 

AEERRST RETEARS RETEAR, to tear again [v] 

AEERRST SERRATE to furnish with toothlike projections [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEERRST TEARERS TEARER, one that tears or rips [n] 
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AEERRSW REWEARS REWEAR, to wear again [v] 

AEERRSW SWEARER one that swears (to utter solemn oath) [n -S] 

AEERRSW WEARERS WEARER, one that wears something [n] 

 

AEERSTT ESTREAT to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEERSTT RESTATE to state again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEERSTT RETASTE to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEFLNRU FLANEUR idler (one that idles (to pass time idly)) [n -S] 

AEFLNRU FRENULA FRENULUM, frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n] 

AEFLNRU FUNERAL ceremony held for dead person [n -S] 

 

AEFLORT FLOATER one that floats (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

AEFLORT FLOREAT to wish that someone may flourish [v] 

AEFLORT REFLOAT to float again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEFLRSU EARFULS EARFUL, flow of information [n] 

AEFLRSU FERULAS FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

AEFLRSU REFUSAL act of refusing (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S] 

 

AEFRRST FRATERS FRATER, comrade (close friend) [n] 

AEFRRST RAFTERS RAFTER, supporting beam [n] 

AEFRRST STRAFER one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S] 

 

AEGGLRS GARGLES GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

AEGGLRS LAGGERS LAGGER, laggard (one that lags (to stay or fall behind)) [n] 

AEGGLRS RAGGLES RAGGLE, groove cut in masonry [n] 

 

AEGGRSS AGGRESS to commit first act of hostility [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGGRSS SAGGERS SAGGER, to saggar (to bake in saggar (protective clay casing)) [v] 

AEGGRSS SEGGARS SEGGAR, saggar [n] 

 

AEGILNN ANELING ANELE, to anoint (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [v] 

AEGILNN EANLING yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n -S] 

AEGILNN LEANING tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n -S] / LEAN, to deviate from vertical position [v] 

 

AEGILNS LEASING falsehood [n -S] / LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [v] 

AEGILNS LINAGES LINAGE, number of lines of printed material [n] 

AEGILNS SEALING hunting of seals [n -S] / SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [v] 

 

AEGILSS GLASSIE type of playing marble [n -S] 

AEGILSS LIGASES LIGASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

AEGILSS SILAGES SILAGE, fodder that has been preserved in silo [n] 

 

AEGILST AIGLETS AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

AEGILST GELATIS GELATI, GELATO, Italian ice cream [n] 

AEGILST LIGATES LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 
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AEGIMNR GERMINA GERMEN, something that serves as origin [n] 

AEGIMNR MANGIER MANGEY, mangy [adj] / MANGY, affected with mange [adj] 

AEGIMNR REAMING REAM, to enlarge with reamer [v] 

 

AEGIMNS ENIGMAS ENIGMA, something that is hard to understand or explain [n] 

AEGIMNS GAMINES GAMINE, tomboy (girl who prefers boyish activities) [n] 

AEGIMNS SEAMING SEAM, to join with seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together) [v] 

 

AEGIMNT MINTAGE act of minting (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n -S] 

AEGIMNT TEAMING TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action) [v] 

AEGIMNT TEGMINA TEGMEN, covering (something that covers (to place something over or upon)) [n] 

 

AEGIMRS GISARME medieval weapon [n -S] 

AEGIMRS IMAGERS IMAGER, one that images (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [n] 

AEGIMRS MIRAGES MIRAGE, type of optical illusion [n] 

 

AEGINNT ANTEING ANTE, to put fixed stake into pot before cards are dealt in poker [v] 

AEGINNT ANTIGEN substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n -S] 

AEGINNT GENTIAN flowering plant [n -S] 

 

AEGLLSU SEAGULL gull frequenting sea [n -S] 

AEGLLSU SULLAGE sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S] 

AEGLLSU ULLAGES ULLAGE, amount that container lacks of being full [n] 

 

AEGLNSU ANGELUS Roman Catholic prayer [n -ES] 

AEGLNSU LAGUNES LAGUNE, lagoon (shallow body of water) [n] 

AEGLNSU LANGUES LANGUE, type of language (body of words and systems serving as means of communication) [n] 

 

AEGLPRU EARPLUG plug for ear [n -S] 

AEGLPRU GRAUPEL granular snow pellets [n -S] 

AEGLPRU PLAGUER one that plagues (to harass or torment) [n -S] 

 

AEGMNOT MAGNETO type of electric generator [n -S] 

AEGMNOT MEGATON unit of explosive force [n -S] 

AEGMNOT MONTAGE to combine into composite picture [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

AEGMNRS ENGRAMS ENGRAM, durable mark caused by stimulus upon protoplasm [n] 

AEGMNRS GERMANS GERMAN, elaborate dance [n] 

AEGMNRS MANGERS MANGER, trough or box from which horses or cattle eat [n] 

 

AEGNRST ARGENTS ARGENT, silver [n] 

AEGNRST GARNETS GARNET, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AEGNRST STRANGE unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S] 

 

AEGOPST GESTAPO secret-police organization [n -S] 

AEGOPST POSTAGE charge for mailing item [n -S] 

AEGOPST POTAGES POTAGE, thick soup [n] 
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AEGRRST GARRETS GARRET, attic (story or room directly below roof of house) [n] 

AEGRRST GARTERS GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v] 

AEGRRST GRATERS GRATER, one that grates (to reduce to shreds by rubbing) [n] 

 

AEHILRS HAILERS HAILER, one that hails (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [n] 

AEHILRS HALIERS HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

AEHILRS SHALIER SHALEY, shaly (resembling shale (fissile rock)) [adj] / SHALY [adj] 

 

AEHINRT HAIRNET net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

AEHINRT INEARTH to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEHINRT THERIAN any of subclass of mammals [n -S] 

 

AEHLRSS ASHLERS ASHLER, to ashlar (to build with squared stones) [v] 

AEHLRSS LASHERS LASHER, one that lashes (to strike with whip) [n] 

AEHLRSS SLASHER one that slashes (to cut with violent sweeping strokes) [n -S] 

 

AEHLSST HASLETS HASLET, edible viscera of animal [n] 

AEHLSST HATLESS lacking hat [adj] 

AEHLSST SHELTAS SHELTA, esoteric jargon of Gaelic [n] 

 

AEHNRTU HAUNTER one that haunts (to visit frequently) [n -S] 

AEHNRTU UNEARTH to dig up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEHNRTU URETHAN urethane [n -S] 

 

AEHRSSW HAWSERS HAWSER, mooring rope [n] 

AEHRSSW SWASHER one that swashes (to swagger (to walk with pompous air)) [n -S] 

AEHRSSW WASHERS WASHER, one that washes (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [n] 

 

AEHRSTT HATTERS HATTER, hatmaker (one that makes hats) [n] 

AEHRSTT SHATTER to break into pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEHRSTT THREATS THREAT, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

 

AEHRSTW SWATHER one that swathes (to wrap in bandages) [n -S] 

AEHRSTW THAWERS THAWER, one that thaws (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [n] 

AEHRSTW WREATHS WREATH, band of flowers [n] 

 

AEILMNS MALINES MALINE, delicate net used for veils [n] 

AEILMNS MENIALS MENIAL, domestic servant [n] 

AEILMNS SEMINAL pertaining to semen (fluid produced in male reproductive organs) [adj] 

 

AEILMRS MAILERS MAILER, one that mails (to send by governmental postal system) [n] 

AEILMRS REALISM concern with fact or reality [n -S] 

AEILMRS REMAILS REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

 

AEILMSS AIMLESS lacking direction or purpose [adj] 

AEILMSS SAMIELS SAMIEL, simoom (hot, dry desert wind) [n] 

AEILMSS SEISMAL SEISM, earthquake [adj] 
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AEILNRS ALINERS ALINER, aligner (one that aligns (to arrange in straight line)) [n] 

AEILNRS NAILERS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

AEILNRS RENAILS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

 

AEILRTY IRATELY IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adv] 

AEILRTY REALITY something that is real [n -TIES] 

AEILRTY TEARILY in teary (tearful (full of tears)) manner [adv] 

 

AEIMMST MISMATE to mate unsuitably [v -D, -ING, -S] 

AEIMMST SEMIMAT having slight luster [adj] 

AEIMMST TAMMIES TAMMIE, tammy (fabric of mixed fibers) [n] / TAMMY [n] 

 

AEIMNRS MARINES MARINE, soldier trained for service at sea and on land [n] 

AEIMNRS REMAINS REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

AEIMNRS SEMINAR advanced study group at college or university [n -S] 

 

AEIMNST ETAMINS ETAMIN, etamine (loosely woven fabric) [n] 

AEIMNST INMATES INMATE, one who is confined to institution [n] 

AEIMNST TAMEINS TAMEIN, garment worn by Burmese women [n] 

 

AEIMOST AMOSITE type of asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

AEIMOST ATOMIES ATOMY, tiny particle [n] 

AEIMOST ATOMISE to atomize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEINPRT PAINTER one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n -S] 

AEINPRT PERTAIN to have reference or relation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEINPRT REPAINT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEINRRT RETRAIN to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEINRRT TERRAIN tract of land [n -S] 

AEINRRT TRAINER one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n -S] 

 

AEINSTV NAIVEST NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adj] 

AEINSTV NATIVES NATIVE, original inhabitant of area [n] 

AEINSTV VAINEST VAIN, filled with undue admiration for oneself [adj] 

 

AEIRRSS ARRISES ARRIS, ridge formed by meeting of two surfaces [n] 

AEIRRSS RAISERS RAISER, one that raises (to move to higher position) [n] 

AEIRRSS SIERRAS SIERRA, mountain range [n] 

 

AEIRRST ARTSIER ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

AEIRRST TARRIES TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

AEIRRST TARSIER nocturnal primate [n -S] 

 

AEIRSTV RAVIEST RAVEY, characteristic of rave (all-night dance party with fast electronic music) [adj] 

AEIRSTV VASTIER VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

AEIRSTV VERITAS truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n -S] 
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AEIRTTT ATTRITE to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEIRTTT TATTIER TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

AEIRTTT TITRATE to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEKORSS ARKOSES ARKOSE, type of sandstone [n] 

AEKORSS RESOAKS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

AEKORSS SOAKERS SOAKER, one that soaks (to wet something thoroughly) [n] 

 

AEKPRRS PARKERS PARKER, one that parks (to leave vehicle in location for time) [n] 

AEKPRRS REPARKS REPARK, to park again [v] 

AEKPRRS SPARKER something that sparks (to give off sparks (small fiery particles)) [n -S] 

 

AELMNOT LOMENTA LOMENTUM, loment (type of plant pod) [n] 

AELMNOT OMENTAL OMENTUM, fold in abdominal membrane [adj] 

AELMNOT TELAMON male figure used as supporting column [n -S] 

 

AELMNST LAMENTS LAMENT, to express sorrow or regret for [v] 

AELMNST MANTELS MANTEL, shelf above fireplace [n] 

AELMNST MANTLES MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

 

AELMPRS LAMPERS lampas (inflammation of roof of horse's mouth) [n -ES] 

AELMPRS PALMERS PALMER, religious pilgrim [n] 

AELMPRS SAMPLER one that samples (to test representative portion of whole) [n -S] 

 

AELMRST ARMLETS ARMLET, armband (band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body)) [n] 

AELMRST LAMSTER fugitive (one who flees) [n -S] 

AELMRST TRAMELS TRAMEL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

 

AELNSTT LATENTS LATENT, barely visible fingerprint that can be developed for study [n] 

AELNSTT LATTENS LATTEN, brass-like alloy [n] 

AELNSTT TALENTS TALENT, special natural ability [n] 

 

AELPPRS LAPPERS LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

AELPPRS RAPPELS RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

AELPPRS SLAPPER one that slaps (to strike with open hand) [n -S] 

 

AELPPSU APPULSE approach of one moving body toward another [n -S] 

AELPPSU PAPULES PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [n] 

AELPPSU UPLEAPS UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

 

AELPRTT PARTLET woman's garment [n -S] 

AELPRTT PLATTER large, shallow dish [n -S] 

AELPRTT PRATTLE to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v -D, -LING, -S]  

 

AELPRTY PEARTLY PEART, lively (full of energy) [adv] 

AELPRTY PEYTRAL piece of armor for breast of horse [n -S] 

AELPRTY PTERYLA feathered area on skin of bird [n -E] 
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AELPSST PASTELS PASTEL, soft, delicate hue [n] 

AELPSST STAPLES STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

AELPSST TAPLESS lacking tap (device to stop flow of liquid or gas) [adj] 

 

AELRSSW WARLESS free from war [adj] 

AELRSSW WARSLES WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

AELRSSW WRASSLE to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

AELRSTV TRAVELS TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

AELRSTV VARLETS VARLET, knave (dishonest person) [n] 

AELRSTV VESTRAL VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [adj] 

 

AELRSTW WARSTLE to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AELRSTW WASTREL one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n -S] 

AELRSTW WRASTLE to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

AELSSTT LATESTS LATEST, most recent development [n] 

AELSSTT SALTEST SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

AELSSTT STALEST STALE, not fresh (new (existing only short time)) [adj] 

 

AEMNORS ENAMORS ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

AEMNORS MOANERS MOANER, one that moans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n] 

AEMNORS OARSMEN OARSMAN, person who rows boat [n] 

 

AEMNRST MARTENS MARTEN, carnivorous mammal [n] 

AEMNRST SARMENT type of plant stem [n -S] 

AEMNRST SMARTEN to improve in appearance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEMPPRS MAPPERS MAPPER, one that maps (to delineate on map (representation of region)) [n] 

AEMPPRS PAMPERS PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

AEMPPRS PREAMPS PREAMP, amplifier (device for amplifying) [n] 

 

AEMPRST RESTAMP to stamp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEMPRST STAMPER one that stamps (to bring foot down heavily) [n -S] 

AEMPRST TAMPERS TAMPER, to interfere in harmful manner [v] 

 

AEMRRSW REWARMS REWARM, to warm again [v] 

AEMRRSW SWARMER one that swarms (to move in large group) [n -S] 

AEMRRSW WARMERS WARMER, one that warms (to make warm) [n] 

 

AEMRSSU AMUSERS AMUSER, one that amuses (to occupy pleasingly) [n] 

AEMRSSU ASSUMER one that assumes (to take on) [n -S] 

AEMRSSU MASSEUR man who massages [n -S] 

 

AENOPRT OPERANT one that operates (to perform function) [n -S] 

AENOPRT PRONATE to turn palm downward or backward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AENOPRT PROTEAN type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 
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AENPRSW ENWRAPS ENWRAP, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

AENPRSW PAWNERS PAWNER, one that pawns something [n] 

AENPRSW SPAWNER one that spawns (to deposit eggs) [n -S] 

 

AENPSST APTNESS quality of being apt (suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

AENPSST PANTSES PANTS, PANT, to breathe quickly and with difficulty [v] 

AENPSST PATNESS suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

 

AENRSTV SERVANT one that serves others [n -S] 

AENRSTV TAVERNS TAVERN, place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises [n] 

AENRSTV VERSANT slope of mountain or mountain chain [n -S] 

 

AEOPRST ESPARTO perennial grass [n -S] 

AEOPRST PROTEAS PROTEA, evergreen shrub [n] 

AEOPRST SEAPORT harbor or town accessible to seagoing ships [n -S] 

 

AEORSVW AVOWERS AVOWER, one that avows (to declare openly) [n] 

AEORSVW OVERSAW OVERSEE, to watch over and direct [v] 

AEORSVW REAVOWS REAVOW, to avow again [v] 

 

AEPRRSY PRAYERS PRAYER, devout petition to deity [n] 

AEPRRSY RESPRAY to spray again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEPRRSY SPRAYER one that sprays (to disperse in fine particles) [n -S] 

 

AEPRSST PASTERS PASTER, one that pastes (to fasten with sticky mixture) [n] 

AEPRSST REPASTS REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

AEPRSST SPAREST SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

 

AEPRSTT PATTERS PATTER, to talk glibly or rapidly [v] 

AEPRSTT SPATTER to scatter in drops [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEPRSTT TAPSTER one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n -S] 

 

AERRSST ARRESTS ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority [v] 

AERRSST RASTERS RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n] 

AERRSST STARERS STARER, one that stares (to gaze fixedly) [n] 

 

AERRSTT RATTERS RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n] 

AERRSTT RESTART to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AERRSTT STARTER one that starts (to set out) [n -S] 

 

AERSSTT STARETS spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n -RTSY] 

AERSSTT STATERS STATER, one that states (to set forth in words) [n] 

AERSSTT TASTERS TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n] 

 

AERSTTT STRETTA stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TE] 

AERSTTT TARTEST TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj] 

AERSTTT TATTERS TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 
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AFGINRT FARTING FART, offensive word [v] 

AFGINRT INGRAFT to engraft (to graft for propagation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AFGINRT RAFTING sport of traveling down river on raft [n -S] / RAFT, to transport on raft (type of buoyant structure) [v] 

 

AFLMRSU ARMFULS ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

AFLMRSU ARMSFUL ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

AFLMRSU FULMARS FULMAR, arctic seabird [n] 

 

AGGINST GASTING GAST, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

AGGINST GATINGS GATING, process of opening and closing channel [n] 

AGGINST STAGING temporary platform [n -S] / STAGE, to produce for public view [v] 

 

AGIINRS AIRINGS AIRING, exposure to air [n] 

AGIINRS ARISING ARISE, to get up [v] 

AGIINRS RAISING elevation [n -S] / RAISE, to move to higher position [v] 

 

AGILNPR GRAPLIN grapnel (type of anchor) [n -S] 

AGILNPR LARPING act of larping [n -S] / LARP, to participate in live-action role-playing game [v] 

AGILNPR PARLING PARLE, to parley (to discuss terms with enemy) [v] 

 

AGILNPS LAPSING LAPSE, to fall from previous standard [v] 

AGILNPS PALINGS PALING, picket fence [n] 

AGILNPS SAPLING young tree [n -S] 

 

AGINORS ORIGANS ORIGAN, marjoram (fragrant herb) [n] 

AGINORS SIGNORA Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE] 

AGINORS SOARING sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S] / SOAR, to fly at great height [v] 

 

AHIORST AIRSHOT aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

AHIORST SHORTIA perennial herb [n -S] 

AHIORST THORIAS THORIA, oxide of thorium [n] 

 

AHIRSTT ATHIRST having strong desire [adj] 

AHIRSTT RATTISH ratlike (resembling rat) [adj] 

AHIRSTT TARTISH somewhat tart [adj] 

 

AIIMNST ANIMIST adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n -S] 

AIIMNST INTIMAS INTIMA, innermost layer of organ [n] 

AIIMNST SANTIMI SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

 

AILORST ORALIST advocate of oralism [n -S] 

AILORST RIALTOS RIALTO, marketplace [n] 

AILORST TAILORS TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

 

AIMNNOS AMNIONS AMNION, membranous sac enclosing embryo [n] 

AIMNNOS MANSION large, impressive house [n -S] 

AIMNNOS ONANISM coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination [n -S] 
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AIMNSTU MANITUS MANITU, manitou (Algonquian Indian deity) [n] 

AIMNSTU SANTIMU SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

AIMNSTU TSUNAMI very large ocean wave [n -S] 

 

AIMPRST ARMPITS ARMPIT, hollow under arm at shoulder [n] 

AIMPRST IMPARTS IMPART, to make known [v] 

AIMPRST MISPART to part badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AINNOST ANOINTS ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

AINNOST NATIONS NATION, politically organized people who share territory, customs, and history [n] 

AINNOST ONANIST one who practices onanism (coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination) [n -S] 

 

AINRSST INSTARS INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

AINRSST SANTIRS SANTIR, Persian dulcimer [n] 

AINRSST STRAINS STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

 

AIORSST AORISTS AORIST, verb tense [n] 

AIORSST ARISTOS ARISTO, aristocrat [n] 

AIORSST SATORIS SATORI, illumination of spirit sought by Zen Buddhists [n] 

 

AIRSSTT ARTISTS ARTIST, one who practices one of fine arts [n] 

AIRSSTT STRAITS STRAIT, narrow waterway connecting two larger bodies of water [n] 

AIRSSTT TSARIST czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

 

ANOORTT ARNOTTO tropical tree [n -S] 

ANOORTT NOTATOR one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S] 

ANOORTT RATTOON to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ANOPRST PARTONS PARTON, hypothetical atomic particle [n] 

ANOPRST PATRONS PATRON, regular customer [n] 

ANOPRST TARPONS TARPON, marine game fish [n] 

 

BBDELRU BLURBED BLURB, to praise in publicity notice [v] 

BBDELRU BURBLED BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BBDELRU RUBBLED RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

 

BDEEFIR BRIEFED BRIEF, to summarize [v] 

BDEEFIR DEBRIEF to question after mission [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BDEEFIR FIBERED FIBER, thread or threadlike object or structure [adj] 

 

BDEENOR DEBONER bone remover [n -S] 

BDEENOR ENROBED ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

BDEENOR REDBONE hunting dog [n -S] 

 

BDEGRSU BEDRUGS BEDRUG, to make sleepy [v] 

BDEGRSU BUDGERS BUDGER, one that budges (to move slightly) [n] 

BDEGRSU REDBUGS REDBUG, chigger (parasitic mite) [n] 
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BDEINRS BINDERS BINDER, one that binds (to tie or secure) [n] 

BDEINRS INBREDS INBRED, product of inbreeding [n] 

BDEINRS REBINDS REBIND, to bind again [v] 

 

BDEMOOR BEDROOM room for sleeping [n -S] 

BDEMOOR BOREDOM tedium (state of being tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary))) [n -S] 

BDEMOOR BROOMED BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

 

BDENORU BOUNDER one that bounds (to tie or secure) [n -S] 

BDENORU REBOUND REBIND, to bind again [v] / to spring back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BDENORU UNROBED UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

 

BEEIMRS BEMIRES BEMIRE, to soil with mud [v] 

BEEIMRS BERIMES BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BEEIMRS BIREMES BIREME, ancient galley [n] 

 

BEEORSV OBSERVE to look attentively [v -D, -VING, -S]  

BEEORSV OBVERSE side of coin bearing main design [n -S] 

BEEORSV VERBOSE wordy (using many or too many words) [adj] 

 

BEGLRSU BUGLERS BUGLER, one that plays bugle [n] 

BEGLRSU BULGERS BULGER, golf club [n] 

BEGLRSU BURGLES BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

 

BEHLSSU BLUSHES BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BEHLSSU BUSHELS BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BEHLSSU HUBLESS lacking hub (center of wheel) [adj] 

 

BEILMOS LIMBOES limbo [n] / LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

BEILMOS MOBILES MOBILE, form of sculpture [n] 

BEILMOS OBELISM act of obelizing (to mark with obelus) [n -S] 

 

BEILRST BLISTER to cause blisters (skin swellings) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEILRST BRISTLE to rise stiffly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEILRST RIBLETS RIBLET, rib end in breast of lamb or veal [n] 

 

BEIRSST BESTIRS BESTIR, to rouse (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [v] 

BEIRSST BISTERS BISTER, brown pigment [n] 

BEIRSST BISTRES BISTRE, bister (brown pigment) [n] 

 

BELLOSU BOULLES BOULLE, buhl (style of furniture decoration) [n] 

BELLOSU LOBULES LOBULE, small lobe [n] 

BELLOSU SOLUBLE something that is soluble (capable of being dissolved) [n -S] 

 

BELMRSU LUMBERS LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

BELMRSU RUMBLES RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

BELMRSU SLUMBER to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BELNSTU SUNBELT southern and southwestern states of U.S. [n -S] 

BELNSTU UNBELTS UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

BELNSTU UNBLEST not blest (to sanctify (to make holy)) [adj] 

 

BELORST BOLSTER to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELORST BOLTERS BOLTER, sifting machine [n] 

BELORST LOBSTER to fish for lobsters (marine crustaceans) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BENORSU BOURNES BOURNE, bourn (stream) [n] 

BENORSU UNROBES UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

BENORSU UNSOBER not sober (having control of one's faculties) [adj] 

 

CCEINOR CORNICE to decorate with molding [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CCEINOR CROCEIN red dye [n -S] 

CCEINOR CROCINE pertaining to crocus (flowering plant) [adj] 

 

CDEEERS DECREES DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

CDEEERS RECEDES RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

CDEEERS SECEDER one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S] 

 

CDEEHOR COHERED COHERE, to stick together [v] 

CDEEHOR DERECHO line of intense widespread windstorms [n -S] 

CDEEHOR OCHERED OCHER, to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [v] 

 

CDEHOSU CHOUSED CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CDEHOSU DOUCHES DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

CDEHOSU HOCUSED HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

 

CDEINOT CTENOID comblike (resembling comb) [adj] 

CDEINOT DEONTIC pertaining to moral obligation [adj] 

CDEINOT NOTICED NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

 

CDEINRS CINDERS CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

CDEINRS DISCERN to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

CDEINRS RESCIND to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CDEINSU INCUDES INCUS, bone in middle ear [n] 

CDEINSU INCUSED INCUSE, to mark by stamping [v] 

CDEINSU INDUCES INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

 

CDEORSU COURSED COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

CDEORSU SCOURED SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 

CDEORSU SOURCED SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

 

CEEHMRS MERCHES MERCH, merchandise [n] 

CEEHMRS SCHEMER one that schemes (to plan or plot) [n -S] 

CEEHMRS SCHMEER to bribe (to practice bribery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CEEILNS LICENSE to issue or grant authoritative permission to [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CEEILNS SELENIC pertaining to selenium (nonmetallic element) [adj] 

CEEILNS SILENCE to make silent [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

CEEIPRR CREPIER CREPEY, crinkly (crinkled) [adj] / CREPY [adj] 

CEEIPRR PIERCER one that pierces (to cut or pass into or through) [n -S] 

CEEIPRR REPRICE to price again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

CEEIRST CERITES CERITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

CEEIRST RECITES RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

CEEIRST TIERCES TIERCE, one of seven canonical daily periods for prayer and devotion [n] 

 

CEENRSS CENSERS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n] 

CEENRSS SCREENS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

CEENRSS SECERNS SECERN, to discern as separate [v] 

 

CEENRST CENTERS CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CEENRST CENTRES CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CEENRST TENRECS TENREC, mammal that feeds on insects [n] 

 

CEERSST CRESSET metal cup for burning oil [n -S] 

CEERSST RESECTS RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

CEERSST SECRETS SECRET, something kept from knowledge of others [n] 

 

CEHILTY ETHYLIC pertaining to ethyl (univalent chemical radical) [adj] 

CEHILTY LECYTHI LECYTHUS, lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n] 

CEHILTY TECHILY TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adv] 

 

CEHINPR NEPHRIC renal (pertaining to kidneys (bodily organ)) [adj] 

CEHINPR PHRENIC pertaining to mind [adj] 

CEHINPR PINCHER one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n -S] 

 

CEHIPRS CERIPHS CERIPH, serif (fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter) [n] 

CEHIPRS CIPHERS CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CEHIPRS SPHERIC spheral (of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere) [adj] 

 

CEHKORS CHOKERS CHOKER, one that chokes (to impede breathing of) [n] 

CEHKORS HOCKERS HOCKER, one that hocks (to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed)) [n] 

CEHKORS SHOCKER one that shocks (to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust) [n -S] 

 

CEHORTU COUTHER COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

CEHORTU RETOUCH to add new details or touches to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CEHORTU TOUCHER one that touches (to be in or come into contact with) [n -S] 

 

CEIIKST EKISTIC EKISTICS, science dealing with human habitats [adj] 

CEIIKST ICKIEST ICKY, repulsive [adj] 

CEIIKST STICKIE sticky (slip of notepaper having adhesive strip on back) [n -S] 
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CEIIMNR CREMINI brown mushroom [n -S] 

CEIIMNR CRIMINE used to express surprise or anger [interj] 

CEIIMNR MINCIER MINCY, affectedly dainty [adj] 

 

CEIKLNS NICKELS NICKEL, to plate with nickel (metallic element) [v] 

CEIKLNS NICKLES NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

CEIKLNS SLICKEN to make slick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEIKRST RICKETS disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency [n RICKETS] 

CEIKRST STICKER to attach adhesive label to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEIKRST TICKERS TICKER, one that ticks (to make recurrent clicking sound) [n] 

 

CEILNST CLIENTS CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [n] 

CEILNST LECTINS LECTIN, protein that binds to sugar molecule [n] 

CEILNST STENCIL to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

 

CEILNTU CUTLINE caption [n -S] 

CEILNTU LINECUT type of printing plate [n -S] 

CEILNTU TUNICLE type of vestment (one of ceremonial garments of clergy) [n -S] 

 

CEINOSS CESSION act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n -S] 

CEINOSS COSINES COSINE, trigonometric function of angle [n] 

CEINOSS OSCINES OSCINE, any of family of songbirds [n] 

 

CEINPRS CRISPEN to make crisp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEINPRS PINCERS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

CEINPRS PRINCES PRINCE, non-reigning male member of royal family [n] 

 

CEINPST INCEPTS INCEPT, to take in [v] 

CEINPST INSPECT to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEINPST PECTINS PECTIN, carbohydrate derivative [n] 

 

CEISSTU CUEISTS CUEIST, one that uses cue (straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] 

CEISSTU CUTISES CUTIS, corium (skin layer) [n] 

CEISSTU ICTUSES ICTUS, recurring stress or beat in poetical form [n] 

 

CEKLRSU RUCKLES RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

CEKLRSU SCULKER skulker (one that skulks (to move about stealthily)) [n -S] 

CEKLRSU SUCKLER one that suckles (to give milk to from breast) [n -S] 

 

CEKORRS CORKERS CORKER, one that corks (to stop up) [n] 

CEKORRS RECORKS RECORK, to cork again [v] 

CEKORRS ROCKERS ROCKER, rocking chair [n] 

 

CEKORST RESTOCK to stock again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEKORST ROCKETS ROCKET, to convey by means of rocket (device propelled by reaction of escaping gases) [v] 

CEKORST STOCKER young animal suitable for being fattened for market [n -S] 
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CELNOSU COUNSEL to advise (to give advice to) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

CELNOSU LEUCONS LEUCON, sponge of complex structure [n] 

CELNOSU UNCLOSE to open (to cause to become open) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CELORTU CLOTURE to end debate by calling for vote [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CELORTU CLOUTER one that clouts (to hit with hand) [n -S] 

CELORTU COULTER colter (blade on plow) [n -S] 

 

CELRSTU CLUSTER to form into cluster (group of similar objects) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CELRSTU CUTLERS CUTLER, one who sells and repairs cutting tools [n] 

CELRSTU RELUCTS RELUCT, to show opposition [v] 

 

CELSTTU CUTLETS CUTLET, slice of meat [n] 

CELSTTU CUTTLES CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CELSTTU SCUTTLE to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CENORST CORNETS CORNET, trumpetlike instrument [n] 

CENORST CRETONS spread of shredded pork and onions [n CRETONS] 

CENORST RETCONS RETCON, to change story by reinterpreting its past [v] 

 

CEORRSS CROSSER CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] / one that crosses (to intersect) [n -S] 

CEORRSS RECROSS to cross again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEORRSS SCORERS SCORER, one that scores (to make point in game or contest) [n] 

 

CEORSSU COURSES COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

CEORSSU SOURCES SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

CEORSSU SUCROSE type of sugar [n -S] 

 

CEORSTU COUTERS COUTER, piece of armor for elbow [n] 

CEORSTU CROUTES CROUTE, pastry case [n] 

CEORSTU SCOUTER one that scouts (to observe for purpose of obtaining information) [n -S] 

 

CEORSTV CORVETS CORVET, corvette (small, swift warship) [n] 

CEORSTV COVERTS COVERT, hiding place [n] 

CEORSTV VECTORS VECTOR, to guide in flight by means of radioed directions [v] 

 

CERSTTU CURTEST CURT, abrupt (rudely brief) [adj] 

CERSTTU CUTTERS CUTTER, one that cuts (to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument) [n] 

CERSTTU SCUTTER to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CGHIINN CHINING CHINE, to cut through backbone of [v] 

CGHIINN INCHING INCH, to move very slowly [v] 

CGHIINN NICHING NICHE, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

 

CILNPSU INSCULP to engrave (to form by incision) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CILNPSU SCULPIN freshwater fish [n -S] 

CILNPSU UNCLIPS UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 
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CINORST CISTRON segment of DNA [n -S] 

CINORST CITRONS CITRON, lemonlike fruit [n] 

CINORST CORTINS CORTIN, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

 

CNOORTU CONTOUR to make outline of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CNOORTU CORNUTO husband of unfaithful wife [n -S] 

CNOORTU CROUTON small cube of toasted bread [n -S] 

 

DDEEIRR DERIDER one that derides (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DDEEIRR REDDIER REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] 

DDEEIRR REDRIED REDRY, to dry again [v] 

 

DDEEIRS DERIDES DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DDEEIRS DESIRED DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DDEEIRS RESIDED RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

 

DDEENSU DENUDES DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DDEENSU DUDEENS DUDEEN, short tobacco pipe [n] 

DDEENSU DUENDES DUENDE, charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n] 

 

DDENORU REDOUND to have effect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DDENORU ROUNDED ROUND, to make round [v] 

DDENORU UNDERDO to do insufficiently [v -DID, -NE, -ING, -ES] 

 

DEEEHRS HEEDERS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n] 

DEEEHRS HEREDES HERES, HERE, this place [n] 

DEEEHRS SHEERED SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

 

DEEELST DELETES DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DEEELST SLEETED SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

DEEELST STEELED STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

 

DEEEMRS EMERSED standing out of water [adj] 

DEEEMRS MEDRESE madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

DEEEMRS REDEEMS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

 

DEEERSW RESEWED RESEW, to sew again [v] 

DEEERSW SEWERED SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

DEEERSW WEEDERS WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

 

DEEFIIR DEIFIER one that deifies (to make god of) [n -S] 

DEEFIIR EDIFIER one that edifies (to enlighten) [n -S] 

DEEFIIR REIFIED REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

 

DEEFILR DEFILER one that defiles (to make dirty) [n -S] 

DEEFILR FIELDER one that catches or picks up ball in play [n -S] 

DEEFILR REFILED REFILE, to file again [v] 
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DEEFIRR FERRIED FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

DEEFIRR REFIRED REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

DEEFIRR REFRIED REFRY, to fry again [v] 

 

DEEGLRS GELDERS GELDER, one that gelds (to castrate (to remove testes of)) [n] 

DEEGLRS LEDGERS LEDGER, account book of final entry [n] 

DEEGLRS REDLEGS REDLEG, bird with red legs [n] 

 

DEEILNS ENISLED ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

DEEILNS ENSILED ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

DEEILNS LINSEED flaxseed (seed of flax) [n -S] 

 

DEEILSS DIESELS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DEEILSS IDLESSE idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -S] 

DEEILSS SEIDELS SEIDEL, large beer glass [n] 

 

DEEIMPR DEMIREP prostitute [n -S] 

DEEIMPR EPIDERM outer layer of skin [n -S] 

DEEIMPR IMPEDER one that impedes (to obstruct progress of) [n -S] 

 

DEEINRS DENIERS DENIER, one that denies (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

DEEINRS NEREIDS NEREID, sea nymph [n] 

DEEINRS RESINED RESIN, to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants) [v] 

 

DEEIPRS PRESIDE to occupy position of authority [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEEIPRS SPEIRED SPEIR, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

DEEIPRS SPIERED SPIER, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

 

DEEIRRT RETIRED RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

DEEIRRT RETRIED RETRY, to try again [v] 

DEEIRRT TIREDER TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

 

DEELNRS LENDERS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

DEELNRS RELENDS RELEND, to lend again [v]  

DEELNRS SLENDER thin (having relatively little density or thickness) [adj -ER, -EST] 

 

DEENRSS REDNESS state of being red (of color of blood) [n -ES] 

DEENRSS RESENDS RESEND, to send again [v] 

DEENRSS SENDERS SENDER, one that sends (to cause to go) [n] 

 

DEENRTU DENTURE set of teeth [n -S] 

DEENRTU RETUNED RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

DEENRTU TENURED TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

 

DEEPRSU PERDUES PERDUE, perdu (soldier sent on dangerous mission) [n] 

DEEPRSU PERUSED PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

DEEPRSU SUPERED SUPER, to reinforce with thin cotton mesh, as book [v] 
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DEERSST DESERTS DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

DEERSST DESSERT something served as last course of meal [n -S] 

DEERSST TRESSED TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

 

DEFFLSU DUFFELS DUFFEL, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

DEFFLSU DUFFLES DUFFLE, duffel (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

DEFFLSU SLUFFED SLUFF, to discard card or cards [v] 

 

DEFLOOR FLOODER one that floods (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [n -S] 

DEFLOOR FLOORED FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

DEFLOOR REFLOOD to flood again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEGIINT DIETING DIET, to regulate one's daily sustenance [v] 

DEGIINT EDITING EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication [v] 

DEGIINT IGNITED IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

 

DEGILNS DINGLES DINGLE, dell (small, wooded valley) [n] 

DEGILNS ENGILDS ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright) [v] 

DEGILNS SINGLED SINGLE, to select from group [v] 

 

DEGILNU DUELING contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DEGILNU ELUDING ELUDE, to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [v] 

DEGILNU INDULGE to yield to desire of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

DEGORSU DROGUES DROGUE, sea anchor [n] 

DEGORSU GOURDES GOURDE, monetary unit of Haiti [n] 

DEGORSU GROUSED GROUSE, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

 

DEHINRS HINDERS HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

DEHINRS NERDISH NERD, socially inept person [adj] 

DEHINRS SHRINED SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

 

DEIIRST DIRTIES DIRTY, to make dirty [v] 

DEIIRST DITSIER DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DEIIRST TIDIERS TIDIER, one that tidies (to make tidy) [n] 

 

DEIKLNS DELINKS DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DEIKLNS KINDLES KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

DEIKLNS SLINKED SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

 

DEIMNOS DOMINES DOMINE, master [n] 

DEIMNOS EMODINS EMODIN, chemical compound [n] 

DEIMNOS MISDONE MISDO, to do wrongly [v] 

 

DEIMNTU MINUTED MINUTE, to make brief note of [v] 

DEIMNTU MUTINED MUTINE, to mutiny (to revolt against constituted authority) [v] 

DEIMNTU UNTIMED not timed (to determine speed or duration of) [adj] 
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DEIMOOR DOOMIER DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil (something that is evil))) [adj] 

DEIMOOR MOIDORE former gold coin of Portugal [n -S] 

DEIMOOR MOODIER MOODY, given to changing moods [adj] 

 

DEINNST DENTINS DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [n] 

DEINNST INDENTS INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

DEINNST INTENDS INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] 

 

DEINSTT DENTIST one who treats teeth [n -S] 

DEINSTT DISTENT distended [adj] 

DEINSTT STINTED STINT, to limit (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [v] 

 

DEIORRW ROWDIER ROWDY, disorderly in behavior [adj] 

DEIORRW WORDIER WORDY, using many or too many words [adj] 

DEIORRW WORRIED WORRY, to feel anxious and uneasy about something [v] 

 

DELMORS MOLDERS MOLDER, to turn to dust by natural decay [v] 

DELMORS REMOLDS REMOLD, to mold again [v] 

DELMORS SMOLDER to burn with no flame [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DELOOST STOOLED STOOL, to defecate (to discharge feces) [v] 

DELOOST TOLEDOS TOLEDO, finely tempered sword [n] 

DELOOST TOODLES TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

 

DELORSS DORSELS DORSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DELORSS RODLESS having no rod [adj] 

DELORSS SOLDERS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

 

DELOSTT DOTTELS DOTTEL, dottle (mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco) [n] 

DELOSTT DOTTLES DOTTLE, mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco [n] 

DELOSTT SLOTTED SLOT, to cut long, narrow opening in [v] 

 

DELRSTU LUSTRED LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

DELRSTU RUSTLED RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

DELRSTU STRUDEL type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

 

DENOPRS PERNODS PERNOD, trademark [n] 

DENOPRS PONDERS PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

DENOPRS RESPOND to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DENPSSU SENDUPS SENDUP, parody [n] 

DENPSSU SUSPEND to cause to stop for period [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DENPSSU UPSENDS UPSEND, to send upward [v] 

 

DEOPRST DEPORTS DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

DEOPRST REDTOPS REDTOP, type of grass [n] 

DEOPRST SPORTED SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 
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DEPRSUU PUDEURS PUDEUR, sense of shame or embarrassment [n] 

DEPRSUU PURSUED PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

DEPRSUU USURPED USURP, to seize and hold without legal authority [v] 

 

DGGIINR GIRDING GIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

DGGIINR GRIDING GRIDE, to scrape harshly [v] 

DGGIINR RIDGING RIDGE, to form into ridges (long, narrow elevations) [v] 

 

DGHIINS DISHING DISH, to put into dish (concave vessel) [v] 

DGHIINS HIDINGS HIDING, beating (defeat) [n] 

DGHIINS SHINDIG elaborate dance or party [n -S] 

 

DIOPRST DISPORT to amuse oneself [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIOPRST TORPIDS TORPID, racing boat [n] 

DIOPRST TRIPODS TRIPOD, stand having three legs [n] 

 

EEEGNRR GREENER GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

EEEGNRR REGREEN to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEEGNRR RENEGER one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S] 

 

EEEMRST MEETERS MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n] 

EEEMRST REMEETS REMEET, to meet again [v] 

EEEMRST TEEMERS TEEMER, one that teems (to be full to overflowing) [n] 

 

EEENRST ENTREES ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

EEENRST RETENES RETENE, chemical compound [n] 

EEENRST TEENERS TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n] 

 

EEFGINR FEIGNER one that feigns (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

EEFGINR FREEING FREE, to make free [v] 

EEFGINR REEFING REEF, to reduce area of sail [v] 

 

EEFILST FELSITE igneous rock [n -S]  

EEFILST LEFTIES LEFTIE, lefty (left-handed person) [n] / LEFTY [n] 

EEFILST LIEFEST LIEF, willing (inclined or favorably disposed in mind) [adj] 

 

EEFIRRS FERRIES FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

EEFIRRS REFIRES REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

EEFIRRS REFRIES REFRY, to fry again [v] 

 

EEFLRSU FERULES FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

EEFLRSU FUELERS FUELER, one that fuels (to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)) [n] 

EEFLRSU REFUELS REFUEL, to fuel again [v] 

 

EEGIMMR GEMMIER GEMMY, resembling gem [adj] 

EEGIMMR GREMMIE inexperienced surfer [n -S] 

EEGIMMR IMMERGE to immerse (to plunge into liquid) [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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EEGIMRS EMIGRES EMIGRE, emigrant (one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another)) [n] 

EEGIMRS REGIMES REGIME, system of government [n] 

EEGIMRS REMIGES REMEX, flight feather of bird's wing [n] 

 

EEGINRV REEVING REEVE, to fasten by passing through or around something [v] 

EEGINRV REGIVEN REGIVE, to give again [v] 

EEGINRV VEERING VEER, to change direction [v] 

 

EEGINSS GENESIS origin (coming into being) [n -SES] 

EEGINSS SEEINGS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

EEGINSS SIGNEES SIGNEE, signer of document [n] 

 

EEHINRS HENRIES HENRY, unit of inductance [n] 

EEHINRS INHERES INHERE, to be inherent [v] 

EEHINRS RESHINE to shine again [v -ED, -HONE, -ING, -S] 

 

EEILNSS ENISLES ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

EEILNSS ENSILES ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

EEILNSS SENILES SENILE, one who exhibits senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age) [n] 

 

EEILRST LEISTER to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEILRST RETILES RETILE, to tile again [v] 

EEILRST STERILE incapable of producing offspring [adj] 

 

EEILSST LISTEES LISTEE, one that is on list [n] 

EEILSST TELESIS planned progress [n -SES] 

EEILSST TIELESS having no necktie [adj] 

 

EEILSTV EVILEST EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EEILSTV LIEVEST LIEVE, gladly (in glad (feeling pleasure) manner) [adv] 

EEILSTV VELITES foot soldiers of ancient Rome [n VELITES] 

 

EEIMRSS MERISES MERISIS, growth (development) [n] 

EEIMRSS MESSIER MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj] 

EEIMRSS REMISES REMISE, to give up claim to [v] 

 

EEINNST INTENSE existing in extreme degree [adj -R, -ST] 

EEINNST TENNESI TENNE, monetary unit of Turkmenistan [n] 

EEINNST TENNIES TENNY, tenne (monetary unit of Turkmenistan) [n] / low-cut sneakers [n TENNIES] 

 

EEINRRT REINTER to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

EEINRRT RENTIER one that receives fixed income [n -S] 

EEINRRT TERRINE earthenware jar [n -S] 

 

EEINRSS SEINERS SEINER, one that seines (to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net) [n] 

EEINRSS SEREINS SEREIN, fine rain falling from apparently clear sky [n] 

EEINRSS SERINES SERINE, amino acid [n] 
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EEINRSW NEWSIER NEWSY, full of news [adj] 

EEINRSW WEINERS WEINER, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

EEINRSW WIENERS WIENER, frankfurter [n] 

 

EEINRTU RETINUE group of attendants [n -S] 

EEINRTU REUNITE to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EEINRTU UTERINE UTERUS, organ of female mammals [adj] 

 

EEIRRSS RERISES RERISE, to rise again [v] 

EEIRRSS SERRIES SERRY, to crowd together [v] 

EEIRRSS SIRREES SIRREE, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n] 

 

EEIRRSV REIVERS REIVER, one that reives (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

EEIRRSV REVISER one that revises (to make new or improved version of) [n -S] 

EEIRRSV RIEVERS RIEVER, reaver (one that reaves (to plunder)) [n] 

 

EEKLRST KELTERS KELTER, kilter (good condition) [n] 

EEKLRST KESTREL small falcon [n -S] 

EEKLRST SKELTER to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EELLPRS PRESELL to promote product not yet being sold to public [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

EELLPRS RESPELL to spell again [v -ED, -ELT -ING, -S] 

EELLPRS SPELLER one that spells words [n -S] 

 

EELRSTW SWELTER to suffer from oppressive heat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EELRSTW WELTERS WELTER, to roll about [v] 

EELRSTW WRESTLE to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

EEMORST EMOTERS EMOTER, one that emotes (to express emotion in exaggerated manner) [n] 

EEMORST METEORS METEOR, small celestial body that enters earth's atmosphere [n] 

EEMORST REMOTES REMOTE, broadcast originating outside studio [n] 

 

EENOPRS OPENERS OPENER, one that opens (to cause to become open) [n] 

EENOPRS PEREONS PEREON, pereion (thorax of some crustaceans) [n] 

EENOPRS REOPENS REOPEN, to open again [v] 

 

EENRRST RENTERS RENTER, one that rents (to tear apart forcibly) [n] 

EENRRST RERENTS RERENT, to rent again [v] 

EENRRST STERNER STERN, unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

 

EENRSST NESTERS NESTER, one that nests (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [n] 

EENRSST RENESTS RENEST, to nest again [v] 

EENRSST RESENTS RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

 

EEORSTV OVERSET to turn or tip over [v OVERSET, -TTING, -S] 

EEORSTV REVOTES REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

EEORSTV VETOERS VETOER, one that vetoes (to forbid or prevent authoritatively) [n] 
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EEPRSTT PERTEST PERT, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

EEPRSTT PETTERS PETTER, one that pets (to caress with hand) [n] 

EEPRSTT PRETEST to give preliminary test to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EERSSTV REVESTS REVEST, to vest again [v] 

EERSSTV VERSETS VERSET, versicle (short line of metrical writing) [n] 

EERSSTV VERSTES VERSTE, verst (Russian measure of distance) [n] 

 

EFFIIST FIFTIES FIFTY, number [n] 

EFFIIST IFFIEST IFFY, full of uncertainty [adj] 

EFFIIST STIFFIE offensive word [n -S] 

 

EFFRSTU RESTUFF to stuff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EFFRSTU STUFFER one that stuffs (to fill or pack tightly) [n -S] 

EFFRSTU TRUFFES TRUFFE, truffle (edible fungus) [n] 

 

EFGHIRT FIGHTER one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary) [n -S] 

EFGHIRT FREIGHT to load with goods for transportation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EFGHIRT REFIGHT to fight again [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

 

EFHIRSS FISHERS FISHER, one that fishes (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [n] 

EFHIRSS SERFISH characteristic of serf [adj] 

EFHIRSS SHERIFS SHERIF, Arab ruler [n] 

 

EFINSST FINESTS FINEST, police of specified city [n] 

EFINSST FITNESS state of being fit (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES] 

EFINSST INFESTS INFEST, to overrun in large numbers [v] 

 

EFIRRSU FRISEUR hairdresser [n -S] 

EFIRRSU FURRIES FURRY, creature covered in fur [n] 

EFIRRSU SURFIER SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

 

EFIRSST RESIFTS RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

EFIRSST SIFTERS SIFTER, one that sifts (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [n] 

EFIRSST STRIFES STRIFE, bitter conflict or dissension [n] 

 

EFLRSTU FLUSTER to put into state of nervous confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EFLRSTU FLUTERS FLUTER, flutist (one who plays flute) [n] 

EFLRSTU RESTFUL tranquil (free from disturbance) [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

 

EGGILNS LEGGINS LEGGIN, legging (covering for leg) [n] 

EGGILNS NIGGLES NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] 

EGGILNS SNIGGLE to fish for eels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

EGGINRS GINGERS GINGER, to flavor with ginger (pungent spice) [v] 

EGGINRS SERGING process of finishing raw edges of fabric [n -S] / SERGE, to finish (cut edge of seam) with overcast stitches [v] 

EGGINRS SNIGGER to snicker (to utter partly stifled laugh) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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EGGLOST GOGLETS GOGLET, long-necked jar [n] 

EGGLOST LOGGETS old English throwing game [n LOGGETS] 

EGGLOST TOGGLES TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v] 

 

EGGLRSU GURGLES GURGLE, to flow with bubbling sounds [v] 

EGGLRSU LUGGERS LUGGER, small sailing vessel [n] 

EGGLRSU SLUGGER one that slugs (to strike heavily) [n -S] 

 

EGHHIST EIGHTHS EIGHTH, one of eight equal parts [n] 

EGHHIST HEIGHTS HEIGHT, highest point [n] 

EGHHIST HIGHEST HIGH, reaching far upward [adj] 

 

EGILOOS GOOLIES GOOLIE, offensive word [n] / GOOLY [n] 

EGILOOS LOOGIES LOOGIE, bolus of phlegm [n]  

EGILOOS OLOGIES OLOGY, branch of knowledge [n] 

 

EGIMNPR GRIPMEN GRIPMAN, cable car operator [n] 

EGIMNPR IMPREGN to make pregnant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EGIMNPR PERMING PERM, to give hair permanent wave [v] 

 

EGINOOS GOONIES GOONIE, gooney (albatross (large seabird)) [n] / GOONY [n] 

EGINOOS ISOGONE line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field [n -S] 

EGINOOS NOOGIES NOOGIE, playful rubbing of one's knuckles on another's head [n] 

 

EGINOPR PERIGON angle equal to 360 degrees [n -S] 

EGINOPR PIROGEN PIROG, large Russian pastry [n] 

EGINOPR PONGIER PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

 

EGINOPS EPIGONS EPIGON, epigone (inferior imitator) [n] 

EGINOPS PIGEONS PIGEON, short-legged bird [n] 

EGINOPS PINGOES PINGO, low mound of earth formed by expansion of underlying frost [n] 

 

EGINSST INGESTS INGEST, to take into body [v] 

EGINSST SIGNETS SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

EGINSST STINGES STINGE, mean or stingy person [n] 

 

EGINSTW STEWING STEW, to cook by boiling slowly [v] 

EGINSTW TWINGES TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

EGINSTW WESTING shifting west [n -S] 

 

EGIOPRS PEROGIS PEROGI, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

EGIOPRS PORGIES PORGY, marine food fish [n] 

EGIOPRS SERPIGO spreading skin eruption [n -GINES, -ES, -S] 

 

EGIORST GOITERS GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [n] 

EGIORST GOITRES GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [n] 

EGIORST GORIEST GORY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 
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EHIORST HERIOTS HERIOT, feudal tribute or payment [n] 

EHIORST HOISTER one that hoists (to haul up by some mechanical means) [n -S] 

EHIORST SHORTIE shorty (one that is short) [n -S] 

 

EHIRSTW SWITHER to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EHIRSTW WITHERS WITHER, to dry up and wilt [v] 

EHIRSTW WRITHES WRITHE, to squirm or twist in pain [v] 

 

EHLSSTU HUSTLES HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

EHLSSTU LUSHEST LUSH, abounding in vegetation [adj] 

EHLSSTU SLEUTHS SLEUTH, to act as detective [v] 

 

EHMORST MOTHERS MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

EHMORST SMOTHER to prevent from breathing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EHMORST THERMOS container used to keep liquids either hot or cold [n -ES] 

 

EHNORST HORNETS HORNET, stinging insect [n] 

EHNORST SHORTEN to make or become shorter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EHNORST THRONES THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

 

EHOPRST POTHERS POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

EHOPRST STROPHE part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S] 

EHOPRST THORPES THORPE, thorp (small village) [n] 

 

EIILMRS MILREIS former monetary unit of Portugal [n MILREIS] 

EIILMRS SLIMIER SLIMY, resembling slime [adj] 

EIILMRS SMILIER SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

 

EIILMST ELITISM belief in rule by elite [n -S] 

EIILMST LIMIEST LIMY, resembling or containing lime [adj] 

EIILMST LIMITES LIMES, fortified boundary [n] 

 

EIILNOS ELISION act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n -S] 

EIILNOS ISOLINE isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

EIILNOS LIONISE to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

EIIMNRT INTERIM interval (space of time between periods or events) [n -S] 

EIIMNRT MINTIER MINTY, having flavor of mint (aromatic herb) [adj] 

EIIMNRT TERMINI TERMINUS, terminal (end or extremity) [n] 

 

EIIMRST MIRIEST MIRY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

EIIMRST MISTIER MISTY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

EIIMRST RIMIEST RIMY, frosty (covered with frost) [adj] 

 

EIINPST PINIEST PINEY, piny [adj] / PINY, suggestive of or covered with pine trees [adj] 

EIINPST PINITES PINITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

EIINPST TIEPINS TIEPIN, pin for securing necktie [n] 
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EIKLRST KILTERS KILTER, good condition [n] 

EIKLRST KIRTLES KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [n] 

EIKLRST KLISTER wax for skis [n -S] 

 

EIKNRST REKNITS REKNIT, to knit again [v] 

EIKNRST STINKER one that stinks (to emit foul odor) [n -S] 

EIKNRST TINKERS TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

 

EIKRRST SKIRRET Asian herb [n -S] 

EIKRRST SKIRTER one that skirts (to go or pass around) [n -S] 

EIKRRST STRIKER one that strikes (to hit forcibly) [n -S] 

 

EILNOSS INSOLES INSOLE, inner sole of boot or shoe [n] 

EILNOSS LESIONS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

EILNOSS LIONESS female lion [n -ES] 

 

EILNPST LEPTINS LEPTIN, hormone released by fat cells [n] 

EILNPST PINTLES PINTLE, pin on which something turns [n] 

EILNPST PLENIST advocate of plenism [n -S] 

 

EILNSTU LUNIEST LUNY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

EILNSTU LUTEINS LUTEIN, yellow pigment [n] 

EILNSTU UTENSIL useful implement [n -S] 

 

EILOOST OOLITES OOLITE, variety of limestone [n] 

EILOOST OSTIOLE small bodily opening [n -S]  

EILOOST STOOLIE informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n -S] 

 

EILORST ESTRIOL estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

EILORST LOITERS LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

EILORST TOILERS TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n] 

 

EILPPRS LIPPERS LIPPER, to ripple (to form ripples (small waves)) [v] 

EILPPRS RIPPLES RIPPLE, to form ripples (small waves) [v] 

EILPPRS SLIPPER light, low shoe [n -S] 

 

EILRSTT LITTERS LITTER, to scatter rubbish about [v] 

EILRSTT SLITTER one that slits (to make slit (long, narrow cut) in) [n -S] 

EILRSTT TILTERS TILTER, one that tilts (to cause to slant) [n] 

 

EILRSTU LUSTIER LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

EILRSTU RULIEST RULY, orderly [adj] 

EILRSTU RUTILES RUTILE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

 

EIMMRSU IMMURES IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

EIMMRSU MUMSIER MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

EIMMRSU RUMMIES RUMMY, card game [n] 
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EIMNRST MINSTER large or important church [n -S] 

EIMNRST MINTERS MINTER, one that mints (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

EIMNRST REMINTS REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v] 

 

EIMNRTU MINUTER MINUTE, very small [adj] 

EIMNRTU UNMITER to depose from rank of bishop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EIMNRTU UNMITRE to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

EIMOPRS IMPOSER one that imposes (to establish as compulsory) [n -S] 

EIMOPRS PROMISE to make declaration of assurance [v -D, -SING, -S]  

EIMOPRS SEMIPRO one who is engaged in some field or sport for pay on part-time basis [n -S] 

 

EIMPSTU IMPETUS impelling force [n -ES] 

EIMPSTU IMPUTES IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

EIMPSTU UPTIMES UPTIME, time during which machinery is functioning [n] 

 

EIMRSSU MISUSER one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n -S] 

EIMRSSU MUSSIER MUSSY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

EIMRSSU SURMISE to infer with little evidence [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

EINORSV ENVIROS ENVIRO, advocate for preservation of natural environment [n] 

EINORSV RENVOIS RENVOI, expulsion by government of alien [n] 

EINORSV VERSION to create new account or description from particular point of view [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EINOSSS ESSOINS ESSOIN, excuse [n] 

EINOSSS OSSEINS OSSEIN, protein substance in bone [n] 

EINOSSS SESSION meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n -S] 

 

EINOSUV ENVIOUS resentful and desirous of another's possessions or qualities [adj] 

EINOSUV NIVEOUS resembling snow [adj] 

EINOSUV VEINOUS having prominent veins [adj] 

 

EINRSTT RETINTS RETINT, to tint again [v] 

EINRSTT STINTER one that stints (to limit (to restrict)) [n -S] 

EINRSTT TINTERS TINTER, one that tints (to color slightly or delicately) [n] 

 

EINRSTU NUTSIER NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

EINRSTU TRIUNES TRIUNE, trinity (group of three) [n] 

EINRSTU UNITERS UNITER, one that unites (to bring together so as to form whole) [n] 

 

EIOPRSS ESPOIRS ESPOIR, category of wrestlers [n] 

EIOPRSS POISERS POISER, one that poises (to hold in state of equilibrium) [n] 

EIOPRSS PROSSIE prostitute [n -S] 

 

EIPRSSU PUSSIER PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

EIPRSSU SUSPIRE to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

EIPRSSU UPRISES UPRISE, to rise up [v] 
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EIRSSTV STIVERS STIVER, formerly used Dutch coin [n] 

EIRSSTV STRIVES STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

EIRSSTV VERISTS VERIST, one who practices verism (realism in art or literature) [n] 

 

EIRSTTT STRETTI STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n] 

EIRSTTT TITTERS TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

EIRSTTT TRITEST TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj] 

 

EIRSTTW RETWIST to twist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EIRSTTW TWISTER one that twists (to combine by winding together) [n -S] 

EIRSTTW WITTERS WITTER, to speak at length on trivial matters [v] 

 

EIRSTUV REVUIST writer of revues [n -S] 

EIRSTUV STUIVER stiver (formerly used Dutch coin) [n -S] 

EIRSTUV VIRTUES VIRTUE, moral excellence [n] 

 

ELOPPST LOPPETS LOPPET, long-distance cross-country ski race [n] 

ELOPPST STOPPLE to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ELOPPST TOPPLES TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 

 

ELOPRSS PLESSOR plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n -S] 

ELOPRSS SLOPERS SLOPER, one that slopes (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n] 

ELOPRSS SPLORES SPLORE, carousal (boisterous drinking party) [n] 

 

ELOPRSU LEPROUS affected with leprosy [adj] 

ELOPRSU PELORUS navigational instrument [n -ES] 

ELOPRSU SPORULE small spore [n -S] 

 

ELORSTT LOTTERS LOTTER, one who assembles merchandise into salable lots [n] 

ELORSTT SETTLOR one that makes legal settlement [n -S]  

ELORSTT SLOTTER machine for slotting [n -S] 

 

ELORSUV LOUVERS LOUVER, type of window [n] 

ELORSUV LOUVRES LOUVRE, louver (type of window) [n] 

ELORSUV VELOURS VELOUR, fabric resembling velvet [n] 

 

ELOSSTU LOTUSES LOTUS, aquatic plant [n] 

ELOSSTU SOLUTES SOLUTE, dissolved substance [n] 

ELOSSTU TOUSLES TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

 

ELPPRSU PULPERS PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

ELPPRSU PURPLES PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

ELPPRSU SUPPLER SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

 

ENOOPRS OPERONS OPERON, type of gene cluster [n] 

ENOOPRS SNOOPER one that snoops (to pry about) [n -S] 

ENOOPRS SPOONER one that behaves in amorous way [n -S] 
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ENORSST NESTORS NESTOR, wise old man [n] 

ENORSST STONERS STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n] 

ENORSST TENSORS TENSOR, muscle that stretches body part [n] 

 

EOORRST ROOSTER male chicken [n -S] 

EOORRST ROOTERS ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 

EOORRST TOREROS TORERO, bullfighter [n] 

 

EOPPRST POPSTER pop musician [n -S] 

EOPPRST STOPPER to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EOPPRST TOPPERS TOPPER, one that tops (to cut off top (highest part, point, or surface) of) [n] 

 

EOPRSTT POTTERS POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

EOPRSTT PROTEST to express strong objection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EOPRSTT SPOTTER one that spots (to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)) [n -S] 

 

EORRSTT RETORTS RETORT, to answer back sharply [v] 

EORRSTT ROTTERS ROTTER, scoundrel [n] 

EORRSTT STERTOR deep snoring sound [n -S] 

 

EORSTTU OUTSERT folded sheet placed around folded section of printed matter [n -S] 

EORSTTU STOUTER STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj] 

EORSTTU TOUTERS TOUTER, one that touts (to solicit brazenly) [n] 

 

ERSSSTU RUSSETS RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v] 

ERSSSTU TRUSSES TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

ERSSSTU TUSSERS TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

 

FGILNOW FLOWING FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along [v] 

FGILNOW FOWLING hunting of birds [n -S] / FOWL, to hunt birds [v] 

FGILNOW WOLFING WOLF, to devour voraciously [v] 

 

GHINSTU SHUTING SHUTE, to chute (to convey by chute (vertical passage)) [v] 

GHINSTU TUSHING TUSH, to tusk (to gore with tusk (long, pointed tooth extending outside of mouth)) [v] 

GHINSTU UNSIGHT to prevent from seeing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

GIIKLNN INKLING slight suggestion [n -S] 

GIIKLNN KILNING KILN, to bake in type of oven [v] 

GIIKLNN LINKING LINK, to connect (to join together) [v] 

 

GIILMNS MILINGS MILING, activity of running in one-mile race [n] 

GIILMNS SLIMING SLIME, to cover with slime (viscous mud) [v] 

GIILMNS SMILING SMILE, to upturn corners of mouth in pleasure [v] 

 

GIILNST LISTING something that is listed [n -S] / LIST, to write down in particular order [v] 

GIILNST SILTING SILT, to fill with silt (sedimentary material) [v] 

GIILNST TILINGS TILING, surface of tiles [n] 
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GIIMNST MISTING MIST, to become blurry [v] 

GIIMNST SMITING SMITE, to strike heavily [v] 

GIIMNST TIMINGS TIMING, selection of proper moment for doing something [n] 

 

GIINORS ORIGINS ORIGIN, coming into being [n] 

GIINORS SIGNIOR signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -I, -S] 

GIINORS SIGNORI SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] / SIGNORE, SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] 

 

GINOPRS PROSING PROSE, to write prose (writing without metrical structure) [v] 

GINOPRS ROPINGS ROPING, act of binding with rope [n] 

GINOPRS SPORING SPORE, to produce spores (asexual, usually single-celled reproductive bodies) [v] 

 

GINOPRU INGROUP group with which one feels sense of solidarity [n -S] 

GINOPRU POURING POUR, to cause to flow [v] 

GINOPRU ROUPING ROUP, to auction (to sell publicly to highest bidder) [v] 

 

GINORSS GRISONS GRISON, carnivorous mammal [n] 

GINORSS SIGNORS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] 

GINORSS SORINGS SORING, practice of making horse's front feet sore to force high stepping [n] 

 

GINORST SORTING separating of items into groups [n -S] / SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size [v] 

GINORST STORING STORE, to put away for future use [v] 

GINORST TRIGONS TRIGON, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

 

HNOPSTY PHYTONS PHYTON, structural unit of plant [n] 

HNOPSTY PYTHONS PYTHON, large snake [n] 

HNOPSTY TYPHONS TYPHON, type of signal horn [n] 

 

HOOPSTT HOTPOTS HOTPOT, casserole of meat and vegetables [n] 

HOOPSTT HOTSPOT area known for violence or unrest [n -S] 

HOOPSTT POTSHOT to shoot randomly at [v POTSHOT, -TTING, -S] 

 

IMRSSTU SISTRUM ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n -RA, -S] 

IMRSSTU TRISMUS lockjaw (form of tetanus) [n -ES]  

IMRSSTU TRUISMS TRUISM, obvious truth [n] 

 

INOPSST PISTONS PISTON, part of engine [n] 

INOPSST POSTINS POSTIN, posteen (Afghan outer garment) [n] 

INOPSST SPINTOS SPINTO, singing voice that is lyric and dramatic [n] 


